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Is Renal Function-Based Contrast
Dosing of Radiographic Contrast
Media in Patients Undergoing
Percutaneous Coronary
Intervention Sufficient to
Delineate Safe Limits of
Contrast Dose?
The observational study by Gurm et al. (1) showed that the ratio
of contrast volume to creatinine clearance (CV/CCC) is a simple
tool that can help reduce the risk of contrast-induced nephropathy
(CIN) in patients undergoing percutaneous coronary intervention.
The most important preventive measure is reducing the CV, and
this article focused on defining the dose range that would optimize
patient safety. However, the proposed formula has several short-
comings in high-risk patients.
Cigarroa et al. (2) in 1989 reported an empiric formula, 5weight
(kg)/serum creatinine, that is known as the maximal acceptable
contrast dose (MACD) for calculating the maximal dose of contrast
that can be given safely. They validated their formula in 115 patients
with serum creatinine 1.8 mg/dl undergoing coronary angiography
nd showed a rise in the incidence of CIN from 2% to 21% if CV
xceeded the maximum recommended by MACD. Their formula is
ommonly used in catheterization laboratories but suffers from signif-
cant drawbacks. Many patients will develop CIN even when MACD
s not exceeded. This formula does not specify a different safe dose
imit for high-risk patients such as those with diabetes, heart failure,
nemia, and cardiogenic shock. Cigarroa et al. (2) showed a rise in
CIN from 2% to 6% in patients with diabetes receiving CV within
MACD dose limits and a rise in CIN from 21% to 38% in patients
with diabetes if CV exceeded MACD. Contrast dose recommended
by CV/CCC is better than MACD at predicting CIN because
CV/CCC formula takes age and sex into consideration in addition to
the factors used in the MACD formula. However CV/CCC does not
consider the high-risk features noted earlier.
Gurm et al. (1) concluded that a “contrast dose on the basis of
CC with a planned CV restricted to2 CCC might be valuable
in reducing the risk of CdIN.” In their overall population, this CV was
associated with an incidence of CIN of 2%. However, this CV is
ssociated with an incidence of CIN of 4% in patients undergoing
ercutaneous coronary intervention for ST-segment elevation myo-
ardial infarction (Fig. 3), 23% for patients in cardiogenic shock (Fig.), and 4% to 6.5% in patients with a glomerular filtration rate 60
l/min (Fig. 4). Clearly, for these high-risk patients, another formula
s necessary to reduce the risk of CIN.
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Reply
We welcome Drs. Kalra and Fenster’s interest in our work
delineating the association between renal function–based contrast
dose and the risk of renal complications in patients undergoing
percutaneous coronary intervention (1). They argued that in
high-risk patients, and especially among patients with cardiogenic
shock, the incidence of contrast-induced nephropathy (CIN) is
unacceptably high, even when the ratio of contrast volume to
creatinine clearance is 2, and invoked the need for “another
formula to reduce the risk of CIN.”
The goal of our study was to define a simple strategy for contrast
dosing, and as our study highlighted, there was no dose of contrast
that is absolutely free of risk. The risk of renal dysfunction is
determined by the baseline clinical characteristics of the patients,
and in high-risk patients, the risk of CIN will be higher than that
in lower-risk patients.
Currently, any deterioration of renal function following contrast
administration is classified as CIN; however, some of these events
are secondary to cholesterol embolism, and an additional unknown
number of events, especially in cardiogenic shock, might be
secondary to acute tubular necrosis. This may be one reason why it
has been difficult to develop a simple formula for defining contrast
dose in this subgroup of patients.
The relative contribution of contrast media to renal dysfunction
in patients with shock remains unknown. Indeed, in the SHOCK
(Should We Emergently Revascularize Occluded Coronaries for
Cardiogenic Shock) trial, the risk of renal failure was higher in
patients in the medical arm compared with patients in the
revascularization arm (2).
We agree that better strategies to reduce the incidence of renal
dysfunction in these patients are urgently warranted. However, it is
likely that these efforts will need to be multidimensional, and
measures in addition to minimization of contrast will need to be
explored. It may be possible to develop another formula that would
help better define the safe limit of contrast for these high-risk
patients, but in the absence of such a formula, creatinine clearance–
based contrast dosing appears to be a simple strategy that may
R433JACC Vol. 59, No. 4, 2012 Correspondence
January 24, 2012:431–3potentially reduce renal complications in all patients undergoing
percutaneous coronary intervention.
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